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What arc these special marks ?   Euphuism is a method of prose
composition distinguished by the systematic use of certain rhetorical
figures, which are figures of sound rather than of sense, principally
the three called, in  technical   language, isocolon, parison, and
paromoion.   Isocolon means equality of limbs, and applies to that
balancing of phrases or clauses by their close correspondence in
length and weight on which the monotonous symmetry of euphuism
is based. Parison, equality of sound, applies to the answering of word
to word in the internal ordeiing of phrases. Thus, " suspect me of
idleness" and "convinceme of lightness" are phrases of about the
same length, and the contrasted words occur at the same points in
the order of the phrases.   Paromoion, similarity of sound, includes
alliteration, use of the same initial consonant in different words, and
assonance, similarity of the terminal sounds ;   it also covers the
repetition of syllables in the internal parts of words.  Lyly employs
the various forms of paromoion to accentuate the other correspond-
ences.   Alliteration is the most obvious device for this purpose, and
there is continual use of transverse alliteration.1  But such kinds of
syllabic antithesis as the echoing of " thrift" and " theft," " light-
ness" and "lewdness," "loving" and "having," "hopeless" and
"hapless," and the rhyming of unstressed syllables, as in " dissolute "
and "resolute," "nature" and "nurture," or "mostcontemptible"
and "most notable," serve the same end.2    By this balancing of
members having a similar sound scheme the sentence has a sym-
metrical structure imposed on it analogous to that of veise.   The
clauses may fall into antithetic pairs like couplets, and by more
intricate correspondences a sentence may assume an almost stanzaic
form.    Sentence may further be articulated into sentence, until a
complete paragraph falls into a complicated pattern of interlacing
cadences.  Antithesis is certainly the most prominent characteristic
of euphuism ; but the antithesis, let it be repeated, is not so much
for the sake of defining and emphasizing meaning as for the pleasure
of like but contrasted sounds ;   and the object that dominates
1 E.g. "Under the colour of wit thou mayest be accounted wise"; "Let
thy tune be merry when thy heart is melancholy", "Bear a pleasant
countenance with a pined conscience "
3 For a cateful and lucid summary of the scfamata used by Lyly, and of their
history, see the introduction by Messrs Croll and demons, who hold different
views on the question from those of M Feuillerat,"

